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Abstract
This paper analyzes the effect of behavior
conventionsin agent groups. An emergenceapproach
to the conventionformation throughthe propagation
and evaluationof plans is presented, whichis based
on the analysis for the convention
effect to the utility
of a single agent. This approachis able to generate
complex conventions
and suited to open
environments.It is also jibe with the autonomyof
agents. A quantitative modelfor the propagationof
conventions is given out, with which the
disseminatingrate of conventionis studied.

autonomousagent decision-making, hoping to get the
rationality of the wholesystemfromthe rational behaviors
of single agent. This paper steps along this line, but
emphasizes that the propagation of knowledgeamong
agents plays an important role in establishing global
rationaliO"andformingconventions.This approachis still
based on the autonomy
and self-interest assumptionabout
agents, but it can lead agents naturally to a society of
agents, not only a loose collection of agents. An
emergenceapproachto conventionformation based on the
propagationand evaluationof plans is presented, with the
quantitative modelfor the propagation process and the
calculationof the propagationrate.

Introduction
With the developmentof multiagent systems(MAS),the
study for coordinating technology during agent
interactions has ~’olvedfrom the on-thc-spot reciprocal
join! planning to establishing behavior conventions of
agent groups in a~’ance. Whenautonomous agents
interact with each other, they must form joint plans
assuring their actions to coordinatewith the others or not
to conflict with others. The generation of a joint plan
needs communication
and computation.If agents interact
in real-time environment,the planning cost mayharmthe
real-time respondent speed. To reduce the consummation
of compntationaland communicative
resources and speed
up the responsiveness,behavior conventionsare designed
to guidethe interactiveactionsof agents.
A behavior convention is a rule to makeselection
amongthe possible action strategies whenagents interact.
The agents abiding by a conventionneed not makejoint
planagainwhenthe’ interact in ccrtain situations, but just
take actions directly accordingto the prescription of the
convention.This reducesthe expenditureof joint planning.
Therationality of agent actions shouldbe ensuredby the
convention whenwithout planning, so howto form a
rational conventionin agent groupbecomesthe key to this
approach.
The study of MASpays special attention to the

Behavior Convention in Agent Group
Thereis yet no any uniformeddefinition to the behavior
conventionin agent group. Y.Shoham
calls it social law,
whichis a rule to define actions forbidden in certain
situations (Shoham& Tennenholtz 1992). A.Walker’s
convention
is the templatefor agentsto select their actions
(Walker& Wooldridge1995). J.Kittock’s convention
the rule to make commonselection among many
possible strategies whenaccomplishing certain tasks
(Kittock 1994).
In this paper, the conventionis a plan for multiagent
actions in certain situations. A conventiondefines the
situations, called conventionscene, in whichit is suited.
In convention scene, agent can act according to the
prescribed action sequence in the convention, and the
convention will generally ensure the actions’
accomplishment.
In someextent, a conventionis similar to
a script. A simple definition to conventionis shownas
follows:
Convention
:= { ENV, { ROLE, ACTIONSEQUENCE}},
in whichENV
: = { state(env) I state()
the predicateaboutthe state variablesof the environment
}.
ROLE
: = { pos(agent) I pos0 is the predicate about the
situation of agent in the environment}, ACTIONLuo
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SEQUENCE
: = < al, a2 ..... am > is the action sequence
for agent to take whenthe agent is in the role of ROLE.
The above definition gives only some basic components
necessary to a convention, and the concrete form should be
decided by the knowledge representation and inference
n)echanism in specific MAS.
The convention is an expansion to the joint plan
gcnerated in the interaction locale. Joint plan assigns
actions for cve~ agent, while group convention includes
the description of joint plan locale in ENVto guarantee
tile effectiveness of convention, and tile actions of the
individual agents participating in the plan correspond to
{ROLE, ACTION-SEQUENCE}
in the convention.
The
similar form of convention with the plans in the agent
ordinary actions bases our emergenceapproach.
After the agent accepts a convention, it must act
according to the ACTION-SEQUENCE
correspondent to
the satisfied ROLEwhen its environment satisfies ENV.
Representthis rule with predicates as follows:
Accept(Convention, t)
(State(Env, t’) I- Env(Convention)
(Pos(A,t’) I- Role(Convention,r)
Action-Plan(A.t")
Apply(Action_Sequence(Convention,r). Env))
The computational model of the agent behavior under a
conventionis out of the discussing range, so here is only a
preliminaD’description.
Emergence

of Convention

The conventions can be designed manuaUy when the
multiagent system is constructed (Ephrati, Pollack & Ur
1995) (Goldman & Rosenschein 1994), or be generated
when the system is running. The convention designed by
the system designer
can be modulated to the
characteristics of the system, so its efficient could be
high. and could be analyze! in advance. In other side, the
pro-designed conventions cannot adapt to the variation of
the s.vstem structure and the environment, therefore its
utilization is limited. The conventions generated whenthe
s.~stem is running could adjust the agent behavior
according to the current state of the system and the
environment, and is flexible.
The generation of
conventions is classified into two types. One is assigning
the agents to certain roles by a central controlling agent
before beginning to perform a task, so the convention for
eve~’ agent is established. Another one is evolving out a
convention from the interactions amongthe agents when
all the agents are free to act accordingits goal. Thecentral
controlling mechanismhas spontaneous weakness in MAS.
for the basic assumption for MASis the autonomy of
agents in MAS.The central controlling mechanism has
defccls in the system efficiency, fault-tolerance and
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security. The evolving approach to the generation of
conventions needs no central control, and is flexible and
easy to implement.
The studies about the emergence of conventions all
suppose that there are several convention candidates
possible to admit in the system, and the emergenceis just
the convergence to a commonselection of global strategy
through the local decision and interaction of agents. This
kind of emergence is hard to adapt to open and dynamic
system. In an open and ~’namic system, those strategies
assigned by the designer in advancecannot anticipate all
the possible variations, and cannot guide the agents’
actions correctly in a changed environment. An effective
convention should be generated by the system itself in
running, and reflect the environmental
features,
requirements and the system’s running histoD,.
The emergence of convention in open and dynamic
environments is more than the generation of convention.
A convention can play the role of adjusting the group
memberbehavior only after it is accepted by numerous
agents in the group. The problem in temporal studies is
that the spread of conventions does not take the autonomy
of agents into account, and not consider the agent’s selfinterested nature. This is not compatiblewith the trends of
emphasizing the agent’s autonomy in MASresearch. In
autonomousagent system, the spread of a convention must
be based on the utility evaluation by agent. If a convention
is one-sided and be beneficial only to certain agents, those
agents harmedb.v it will not accept it.
The key to an effective mechanismin autonomousand
self-interested MASis whether it can bring apparent and
expected revenue to most agents. Each individual
understands that cooperation is beneficial from the long
term and the whole view point, but in the specific
interactive scene, agent cannot get global information, and
must makedecision only with local information and goal.
The real decision is based mostly on the agent’s owngoal.
So only if the agent can computeout the revenue from its
local view, the convention mechanismcan ~ork stablely,
and the convention can propagate from small part of the
group to the whole D’stem. This is the key to emergence.
No matter whether the agents ownstrong intelligence or
not, even they are stimnlus-reaction objects without basic
intelligence, it is still possible for the agent group to
emerge into com’cntion. The construction and propagation
of emergent convention must be based on the ordinary
actions of agent. That is the only one premisefor effective
emergence.
Self-construction of convention
The emergence of convention will be e.~plained with the
following example. This situation involves only the
interaction between two agents, but the principle for
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emergenceexplained here is not limited in the two-sided
joint planning. In those situations wherethere arc three or
more participants, this approach can also lead to the
emergence of behavior convention. This approach focuses
on the roles of generated plans as the candidates for
interaction conventions, and the agents’ behavior in such
situations. Aslong as the plan situation can be generaliz~:l
and tbe roles of agents in the situation can bc recognized
in a situation recurrence, this methodcan be applied to
generate emergence.
In a situation of planning
for mobile robots, there is
only one channel
AB
between area 1 and 2, and
the channel can only pass
one robot. See Figure l.The
robots’ view range is limited,
and is only’ half of the
channel length L. If a robot
Figure 1. Mobile
enters the channel, it cannot
Robots Planning
see if thore is another robot
in thc other head of the channel. If two robots enter the
channel simultaneously from two sides, they would have
been in the middle of tho channel whcn they- meet. Now
they mustintcract and form a joint plan. Theplan result is
that the robot nearer with the exit will moveback and the
other onc moveforward. This plan can bc convcrted to
convention as follows:
IF the distance from the entry, !, satisfy 1 < i,/4,
L is the length of channel
THENmove back
ELSE IF l > L/4 THENmove forward.
The distance from entry is the distance that the robot
has movedsince it enters this channel. This environmental
parameter can easily be acquired by a path meter, and is a
kind of information locally available. This convention
involves only local information, but leads to global
optimal solution without complex interaction
and
comlnnnication. The agents can get revenue from this
convention such as reducing the communication and
decreasingthe total cost for multiple interactions.
The detailed process of emergencein the above example
is as follows:
Distance( X. Y) is defined as the distance from robot
to its entry" point Y. V(X)is defined as the movingspeed
of robot X. A differential expression dx/dt is used as the
movmgplan to indicate whothor a robot is going to move
forward or back. If dx/dt > 0, the robot is going to move
forward.
Twoagents arc A 1 and A2 respectively. Whenthey find
each other, the situation is: Distance(Al, A) LI 8,
Distance(A2,B) = 3I.J8, tho moving speed is V(AI)
V(A2)= L/8.

AI will generate Planl:
d(Distance(A1,A))/dt > 0 (while Distance(A1,A)
~<L)
d(Distance(A2,B))/dt < 0 (while Distaace(A2,B)
I>0).
After evaluating this plan, the time for A1to arrive at
the exit B is 7, and the time for A2to arrive at A is 7 +
L/V2. The result is represented as T = ( 7, 7 + L / V2).
A2 will generate Plan2:
d(Distance(A l,A))/dt < 0 (while Distance(AI,A)
>i 0).
d(Distance(A2,B))/dt > 0 (while Distance(A2,B)
<~L).
After
evaluating
theplan,
thetimeforA2toarrive
atA
is5,andthetimeforAItoarrive
atB is5 + L / Vl.This
result
isrepresented
asT = ( 5 + L / VI,5 ).
Thereis discrepancy
betweenthosetwoplans.Each
agent
supposes
itself
toactaccording
totheother’s
plan,
thengetstheresult:
Plant:TI = (7.15),
Plan2:T2
= (13,5).
Afterexchanging
theplanresult,
theagentsshould
select
Plan2
inthecriteria
ofglobal
optimism.
The generalization of the above situation and plan can
be madewith sc~,eral ways, the simplest one of whichis to
transform the constant parameter to s~riablo, like the
inductive inference. Whenapplied to this example, A I and
A2 are replaced respectively" by variable Xl and X2, and A
and B are substituted with TXI and TX2.The generalized
plan is as follow~:
Situation:
DI= Distance(Xl, TXl) = L/g,
D2= Distance(X2,TX2) = 3L/8,
V(X 1) = V(X2).
Plan:
d(Dl)/dt<0(whileDl
>I
d(D2) / dt > 0 ( while D2 6
The advancedgeneralization need make inference about
the situation and determine in which situations Plan2 is
better than Planl. The time cost by Planl is (CL-D2)/ V2,
(L-D2) / V2 + L / VI), and the time for Plan2 is ((LD1)/V1 + L/V2, LN2), so the global optimal solution
should satisfy:
(L-D2)N2 < (L-D1)N1,
(L-D1)N2 + L/V1 < (L-DI)/Vl + L/V2.
VI = V2in this situation, so the conditions are satisfied
and Plan2 is better when D I < D2. But D1 and D2 still
involve the other side’s information, and the utilization of
such convention will increase the communicativeoverhead.
So the convention can be transformed further with other
knowledgeabout this situation, that is, DI+D2= L/2. to
clear the variable of the other side. Nowwe get D 1 < LI4,
Luo
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The meaningful emergence of convention in dynamic
and open environments should be composed of the
following steps:
¯ Tile emergent convention cannot be assigned in advance
by the designer of s-).’stem, and cannot be generateddirectly
with simple actions, but must be the result of complex
inference operation by some agents. Each agent is
continuously makinginference about the action strategy,
and generates different strategies.
¯ The strategy generated in concrete situations cannot be
used as convcntion, but should be generalized and
abstracted to the form ofconvcntion.
¯ The strategy generated by specific agent will not be
obc.ved automatically by’ all agents, and must be
propagated and selected amongagent group. An agent can
send its ownstrategy to relative agents, then the relative
agent ~’aluates the influence of the stmieg.v to it. If the
strategy is beneficial to it. it will accept it as convention.
otherwiseit will reject it.
¯ The emergence of convention in the group scale is the
acceptance of beneficial strategy by most of group
members.
The deliver)’ of convention to other agents can be
accomplished by the meansof broadcast, but a better way
is to send il wheninteraction if the other side does not
knowabout it. Since the convention is a kind of plan in
fact, the other agent can evaluate it and decide whetherto
accept. The broadcast is not desirable in open s3’stem and
large scale system. In open system, new agents mayjoin
continually, which do not knowthe conventions already
established in the system. The broadcast in large scale
system needs a large amount of communicative resource,
deteriorating the communicationseriously.
Characteristics
of Agent Behavior during
Emergence of conventions
To emerge out conventions, we assume that agents should
own such characteristics:
I). Able to get those
environmental features, such as their positions and their
moving paths: 2). Able to plan and communicate to
generate joint plan wheninteraction: 3). The goal of agent
is to increase its utility in the long term running; 4). Able
to computethe impact of convention to its average utility,
and choose the beneficial conventions.
Agent is able to plan to accomplish a goal G in
accordance with the current environment. Plan P =
slatc(A.t), the functions of one or moreagents" states with
t. The plan formedby two or moreagents’ state function is
joint plan. Whenan agent generates joint plan to G with
other agents, it should generate an initial version of joint
plan, then exchanges and negotiate with the othcr agent.
When generating joint plan, an agent must make
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is based on these assumptions. Since the actions of others
in the joint plan is assumed, the plan must be exchanged
for check, adjustment and coordination, then be revised.
The loop of exchanging and negotiating maybe repeated
manytimes to get the final coordinated plan, and cost
large amount of computational resource. Once a plan is
generated, the participant agents can generaliz~e it, omit
somefactors specific to the current interactive situation,
and makeit a guide to the actions in similar situations in
future. A conventionis thus constructed.
The behavior of agents in the emergenceprocess is as
follows: To plan in the daily concrete situations: To
generalize and expandthe plan to a kind of rule for both
sides of interaction: Tosend this plan to certain agents as
convention with its revenue: If received a proposed
convention,to evaluate it and accept it if beneficial: In the
followinginteractions, use this conventionif the other side
abides it : If the convention is spread out to the whole
group, the confirmation of convention observance in the
interaction also can be saved, so as to increase the
efficiency.
The plans as the origination of convention are not
simple selection amongactions, and the abstraction from
plan to convention needs strong intelligence. This shows
the first requirement for emergence, that is, the
construction of convention cannot be simple to list out
somestrategies for agent to select, as that in (Walker
Wooldridge1995).
The agents in our emergencemechanismare required to
ownsomebehavior abilities, so this mechanismcannot be
used in those multiagent systems that is composed of
simple agents without planning ability. After all, this
mechanism is designed for those complex systems in
complex and dynamic environments.
One example of the possible complex behavior
conventions which can emerge from this mechanism is
howto allocate the social roles in certain situations among
a group of agents that own different abilities
and
knowledge. In computational market, different agents own
various resources and abilities. Whenallocating a new
task amonga group of agents, the agents should submit
their problem-solvingcost, then the contracted agents are
chosen by an arbitrator or a market. This arbitration and
market transaction require additional charge to the
problem solving. In order to avoid such charge in
procedural group problem solving, it is necessaD for the
group to allocate the roles not through market, but through
direct group action. This is just howa companygroup is
formed in the htlman economicactivities. Whenthe group
generates its first role allocation under a certain task
requirement, it can generalize this situation and the
allocation to a task-role prescription. Whenthe group
meet a similar task, it can use this prescription to guide
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those agentsevolvedin the task accordingto the respecti~e
roles of agents. This effectivenessof this prescription is
judgedby those evolvedagents. If it is beneficial to most
agents, it can be acceptedgraduallyby them.
Propagation and Execution of Conventions
Theagent abiding a conventioncan send the conventionto
other agent wheninteraction. The agent receiving the
convention
makesutility analysis andwill acceptit if it is
beneficial,otherwisedenyit.
Turnbackto the aboveexample.If the generalizedplan
is: no matterwhichposition the agentis in, X( anyagent)
must moveback before A2, such conventionis beneficial
only to A2, and hurts all other agents. Even if A2
generates such a conventionand send it to others, others
wouldnot accept it. In the mentionedL/4 convention,
cvery agent maystay at randomposition in the channel
whenit meetsanothcrone, andthe distribution of position
possibility is meanin [0, L/2], so the expectedposition is
L/4. Eachagent maybe placed in favorable position or
unfavorableone with the sameopportunity, and the total
effect is that it will not increasethe time for an agentto
pass the channel. In other side, the adoption of the
conventionwill save inference and communicationcost.
and leads to better long termefficiency. So an agent will
acceptit after utility analysis.
Theexecutionof conventionis guidingthe agentsto act
interactivcly. In the system with someconventions,the
action of agentswheninteracting is as follows:
1) Checkthe library of conventions.If eachhas a useful
com,ention ( the convention’sconditionis satisfied
by the era’rent situation), called CI and C2
respectively, and both conventions are compatible
with the other, the agents shouldact along with the
action sequencedefinedin the conventions.
2) If the conventionsarc not compatible,the agentswill
evaluate themaccordingto the criteria for joint plan
selection and select the moreoptimalone, supposing
C I. Theagent that did not accept C I before this
interaction should computethe average utility
incrementDelta(C1)i~., CI, and substitute C2with
CI if Delta(C1)> DeRa(C2).
3) If only one side of the interaction has a useful
convention, the agent sends it to another side, and
both act according to the convention. The agent
receivingthe conventioncomputesthe averageutility
incrementDelta(Cl), andaccept it if Delta(C1)
4) If both have no useful convention, the)’ makejoint
plan and generalizethe plan to a newconvention.
In phase 1, an agent distinguishes a partner of
interaction. Whentwo agents meet each other, they.
exchange their convention code and judge if they can
complya common
or compatibleconvention.If this is true,

they becomepartners in the interaction, and so eliminate
the needfor joint planning.
In phase 2 and phase 3, the conventions are
disseminated in group. Throughthese steps, the more
beneficial conventioncan be accepted by moreand more
agents, and eventuallybecomethe dominatingrule in this
group.Sinceit is possiblethat manydifferent conventsfor
a samesituation exist in the group, the competitionamong
themis an interesting subject for study, and deserve
further research.
In phase 4, agents generate plans and convert it to a
new convention. The)" can utilize various planning
techniques available. Our emergencemechanism
just uses
the results of planningprocess, and providesa flexible
frame for different planning implementation. By
separating the planning level from the convention
emergence, we can accomplish uniform emergence on
differentinfrastructures.
Quantitative

Model for Propagation
Conventions

of

To analyze the emergent process of conventions, we
should study the propagatingspeed, the maximalrange of
spreadandtile stable degreefor different conventions.The
propagatingspeed represents the adaptive ability of the
D’stemto dynamicenvironments.If a newconventioncan
be spreadout to the wholesystemveD’quickly, the system
can adapt to dynamicenvironmentssmoothly. In other
side, if the establishmentof newconventionis slowerthan
the variation rate of environment, the system has to
construct newconventionand propagate it continuously
amongthe agents, and is hard to keep up with the
variation of environment. The maximalrange of spread
showsthe rangesuited for the convention.
A quantitative study for the propagationof two-sided
conventionin agent groupis describedhere. Tostudy the
propagation,webuild the followingmodel:
Assumption.There are N agents in the studied group. In
somesituation, bothside of the interactiongeneratea joint
plan P with cost C. The two agents are A1 and A2
respectively. P will bring revenueR1to A1,and R2to A2
( R1> R2). After the plan P is convertedto convention,
the possibility for someagent, call it a, to stay at the
position of AI is P(a), andthe possibility at A2is l-P(a).
P(a) reflects the characters of the agent a in the
environment
and is determinedby the agent’s abilities and
runninghistory.
Wecan get the average revenue for a to obey. the
convention:
R = P(a) ¯ RI (1-P(a)) ¯ R2
IfR > -C, P is acceptablefor a. Thatmeans:
Luo
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P(a) > -(C+R2)/ (RI-R2)
(2)
If C+R2>~ 0. since P(a) >I 0, formula (2) is always
true, and the conventionwill be accepted by all agents.
If C+R2< 0. the acceptance should be judged with the
specific value of P(a).
Consider the whole @-stem,and suppose tirol Q(x) is the
ratio of those agents satisfi,.’ing P(a) = x to the total agents
I

number. Obviously, Q(x)>~0 and S~Q(x)dx=1, that is,
all of the value for P(a) is in [0,1]. Wccan get tile
acceptance range for the convention with [" =
I
(’+R2 Q(x)dx. Call the set of those agents accepting
R1- R2
the convention conventional subgroup. 1" is the ratio of
those agents accepting this convention in the whole group.
Nowcompute the propagation speed of the convention.
Supposethe interaction which situation is defined in the
convention occurs with a frequencyof fc per unit time, and
the frequent for all kinds of interaction is f ( f > fc ).
The propagation can be accomplished by: 1) propagate
onl) at the situation when the convention is in use. 2)
propagate at any interaction.
Supposethat the possibiliD, for interaction betweenany
two agents is equal, that is, there is no locality in the
interaction like (Kittoek 1994).
If a convention is propagated in one interaction, both
sides of the interaction must want to accept it, and one of
them has formedthis convention while the other still does
not knowabout it. Supposing,at time t, the ratio of agents
nmnberhaving accepted the convention to all agents is p
(I). the possibility for such kind of interaction to occur is
= v ( I" -.p ) . and the ratio at the next time will be:
p + F’ ¯ fc / N. Weget the followingdifferential equation:
dp = P" fc P’(F- P)’.fc
(3)
dt
N = A:

p(o)=

Let k = fc / N, then get:
p(t) = 1 (l_e_F.k.t) + .l
.e-F.k.
I t

(4)

A
In formula (4), P(0) = A and p(oo) = F. This
shows that ’after infinite long time the convention
propagates to the whole conventional subgroup. Since p
varies actually with discrete intervals, the mostearly lime t
for agent to expand to whole conventional subgroup must
Ix:
p(t) 1>1/ ( 1/ l" -I/N
1 ! ).e_F.k. t I
that is: (--A--F
< :V
-we can get:
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InN.(. F.-A) N.InN.f:’-A)
F.A
F.A
=
t~

r.k

:%

(5)

The above results show that ~dth larger l" and larger
interactive frequency, fe. t will doerease, and the
convention propagates more quickly. Whenthe number of
group N increases, the time for convention to spread will
increase. The conclusion that l" is in inverse ratio with t
is not compatible with the intuition. Intuitively we can
inference that with larger F, there will be more agents
needed to be propagated to, and the time will be longer,
but if we consider t" influences the propagation
interaction frequency, the synthesized result supports that
propagationwill be fast and t decrease.
Let m = f/N, the propagating speed for method 2 will
be:
i
p(t) =
(6)
!
_e_r.m.t)+ l .e_F.m.t
~ (1
Since f > fc, its propagating speed will be fast than
method l, but it requires more communicationand more
complex conlrol mechanismfor whoto send, what to send
and when to stop sending. The synthesized result will
benefit method1.
In the propagation of multi-sided conventions, the
disseminating rate is determined also by the interacting
rate and the characters of the participants
in the
interactions. Theanalysis methodaboveis still effective.
Related

Works and Discussions

Y.Shoham(Shoham& Tennenholtz 1992) discussed for
given social multiagcnt sTstemand somefocus states, how
to define a set of social laws, whichensure that agents can
generate plans transforming betweenfltose focus states. It
is provedthat the problemto find such a social law is NPcomplete.
A.Walker (Walker & Wooldridge 1995) studied the
efficiency
of several mechanisms which use local
information to get the global commonstrategy. That
modelincludes only four possible conventions for agents.
and agents must choose one amongthem according to the
history and other agents’ states. Only if most of agents
choose the same convention, the convention can play its
role fully in the interactions. The evolving mechanisms
studied in Walker’s model utilize the observed other
agents’ knowledgeand local history. J.Kittock (Kittoek
1994) studied the influence of the locality and authori~’ of
agent interaction
to convention emergence. The
convention means a commonselection
between two
strategies there.
E.Durfec discussed the cmergcnce of communicative
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protocols (Duffcc. Gm,~rasiewicz & Rosenschcin 1994).
The utility of communication is represented as the
incre~tsed average ntili~, with communicativeactions, and
evcwstep in the communicationis rationally based on the
utility computation. So, based on utility analysis and
computation, communicative interaction becomes agent’s
behavior emergentfrom the agent’s rational selection, and
the communication in specific situation gets specific
structure, emerginginto communicationprotocols in last.
Communication protocols are actually conventions for
both side of communication. This work shows that the
convention can emerge from the utility analysis in
comnmnication.
The aboveworksdo not involvehow to form new’
conventions
for new situations
in dynamicand open
environments,
andtheirconvention
concepts
arerelatively
simple.Thcinfluence
of knowledge
propagation
among
agentsto theconvention
emergence
hasbeenmentioned
(Walker& Wooldridge1995), but the propagated
knowlcdgc
is justhistorical
information.
A.Walkcr’s
evolving
mechanism
includes
a stratcgy
withwhichan
agentmaysuggest
convention
proposal
to others,
butthe
convention
issimplc
andtheknowledge
utilization
isnot
basedontheutility
analysis.
E.Durfce’s
workproposed
the
utilityanalysis,
butnotmentioned
theformation
and
propagation
of conventions.
Thispaperestablishes
theconvention
emergence
on the
interactive
planningof agents,makingconventions
generated
naturally
fromthedailyactions
ofagents,
and
able to processthe plan-level
complexity Such
conventions
canadaptto therequirements
to complex
interactions
~’ new situations
in dynamicand open
environments.
Theconvention
formation
is basedon the
utilityanalysisof agents,ensuringthe autonomous
decision-making
duringtheconvention
emergence.
This
paperalsoproposes
a quantitative
modelforconvention
propagation,
facilitating
thestudyforconvention
valid
rangeand spreadingrate.The proposedmechanism
provides
a comprehensive
frame,
inwhichdifferent
agents
canevolve
intoglobal
coordination
andrationality
despite
their
discrepancy
intheinfrastructures.
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